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ABSTRACT 
Drop loads are usually low probability events that can generate 

substantial loading to the impacted structures. When the impacted 
structure contains slender elements, the concern about dynamic 
buckling must be addressed. The problem of interest here is a 
structure that is also under significant preload, which must be taken 
into account in the transient analysis. For complex structures, 
numerical simulations are the only viable option for assessing the 
transient response to short duration impactive loads. This paper 
addresses several analysis issues of preloaded structures with slender 
members subjected to drop loads. A three-dimensional beam 
element is validated for use in dynamic buckling analysis. The 
numerical algorithm used to solve the transient response of 
preloaded structures is discussed. The methodology is applied to an 
inter-compartment lock that is under sigfiicant preloads, and 
subjected to a drop load. 

INTRODUCTION 
Drop loads are usually low probability events that can generate 

substantial loading to the impacted structures. When the impacted 
structure contains slender elements, the concern about dynamic 
buckling must be addressed. For the problem of interest here, the 
structure is also subjected to a significant preload, which must be 
taken into account in the transient analysis. Because of the design 
of our structure, avertical drop-load will not onIy produce an initial 
vertical impact but will also produce multiple lateral impacts. For 
complex structures such as ours, numerical simulations are the only 
viable option for assessing the transient response to short duration 
impactive loads. This paper addresses the key features needed to 
analyze preloaded structures with slender members subjected to 
drop loads. 

In the fxst section of the paper, a three-dimensional beam 
element, which is used to model the slender members in the 
structure, is outlined. The element uses a body coordinate system 
and a corotational coordinate system, and, thus, it can handle large 
displacement problems. 

The second section presents the numerical algorithms used in the 
computational engine. To solve for the impact response of 
structures with significant preload, it is first necessary to obtain the 
static solution due to the preloads and then obtain the transient 
response due to the impact loading. The strategy used in the 
analysis is the algorithm developed by Kulak and Pfeiffer (1 996), 
which has been implemented into the NEPTUNE code (Kulak and 
FiaIa, 1988). The code has been developed in a finite element basis 
and designed to simulate the nonlinear, three-dimensional response 
of, in particular, nuclear structures to either static or transient 
dynamic loads. 

In the next section, a three-dimensional beam element is verified 
for use in dynamic buckling analysis. Several static buckling 
problems are solved by applying quasi-static loads until buckhg 
occurs. Next, several vibration buckling problems are solved, and 
finally, three pulse buckling cases are simulated. 

The last section applies thedevelopments to the transient response 
analysis of an inter-compartment lock that is under significant 
preload. A dynamic buckling analysis of the structure is discussed. 

BUCKLING ANALYSIS 
This section describes the types of buckling addressed and the 

beam element formulation used in the assessment. Three types of 
buckling are discussed, which need to be investigated because of 
the type of impact loading to be analyzed. The next section on . -  - 
computational approach lation 
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that was used in the analysis, which utilizes an explicit time 
integration. 

Buckling is generally used to describe an unstable response of 
structure to a loading. The classic example is a column or strut that 
buckles undera static axial load below the compressive yield stress 
of the columns full section. This type of buckling is well 
understood in terms of a mathematical model developed by Euler. 
The Euler theory can treat various end conditions for the column 
and is valid for both load eccentricities of the column and 
imperfections in the columns straightness . Similar models can be 
used to predict static buckling of more complex structural elements 
such as plates, shells, trusses, etc. 

A second type of instability in a column is its response to a 
vibrational (repeating) load. When an applied force has its 
frequency close to the resonance frequencies of the structure, the 
structural response may become large and fail the structure. Thus 
for a column, a periodic axial load well below the Euler buckling 
load can cause an instability in the column, because the flexural 
response causes large deflections that initiates a plastic hinge. In 
resonance buckling, if the duration of the repeating load is 
sufficient, large deflections can build up over several load cycles 
and fail the column. 

A third type of instability in structural columns is classified as 
pulse buckling, see Lindberg and Florence (1987). Pulse buckling 
can occur when a strut is subjected to a high load for a short time 
duration. The peak force on a nail being driven is well above the 
static (Euler) buckling load, but the nail wiU not buckle unless the 
nail is initially bent or the eccentricity from the hammer shike is too 
large. Pulse buckling is characterized by high axial loads in a short 
duration of time, i.e. impact loads. Pulse buckling is divided into 
two regimes, elastic and plastic pulse buckling. 

Elastic pulse buckling is when the peak axial load is above the 
static buckling load but below the yield load of the full section in 
compression. The beam-column has a flexural response and an 
instability occurs if the pulse lasts a sufficient length of time to cause 
permanent deformation in a flexural mode. The critical pulse time 
for elastic buckling is a function the elastic compressive wave speed 
of the material. 

Plastic pulse buckling is when the peak axial load exceeds the 
compressive yield strength of the full section. When the pulse is 
sufficiently large, theresponse will involve continuum deformations 
rather than flexure, Le., elephant's foot buckling. Plastic pulse 
buckling will also occur if the pulse duration is long enough to 
allow large deformations. The critical time is related to the plastic 
(tangent) modulus for the material , Le. stress-strain response after 
yielding. 

Since the NEPTUNE program employs explicit integration for 
the solution of the nonlinear equations of motion, a stiffness matrix 
is never computed. In conventional analysis of buckling and post- 
buckling in which a stiffness matrix is computed, the appearance of 
a bifurcation point in the vicinity of the structures load path is 
indicated by the singularity of the total stiffness matrix (sum of 
linear tangential and geometric stiffness matrices). In an explicit 
simulation of buckling and post-buckling of structures, this 
indicator of bifurcation is not available. Therefore, imperfections in 

the initial structural model or those which evolve in the response are 
relied upon to trigger the motion of the structure into the post- 
buckling path. 

Beam Element 
The beam element available in the NEPTUNE code was 

developed by Belytschko, Schwer and Klein (1977). The element 
has a node at each end and can handle large displacements and small 
strains. Arbitmily large rotations can be handled because the nodal 
orientations are defrned by of a node-fined triad of unit vectors 
(Figure 1). This node-fined coordinate system is referred to as a 
body coordinate system. These ingredients are exactly what is 
needed for modeling a revolute joint in three-dimensional space. 

The beam element is shown in Figure 2, and each of its two nodes 
has six degrees-of-freedom: three translational and G e e  rotational. 
A corotational Coordinate system is attached to the element to 
handle large dispkemenp Th; axis always joins the two nodes 
(ie., nodes Iand J). The y and z axes then complete the orthogonal 
triad. A second orthogonal triad affixed to each node is used to 
handle the rotations. 

The displacements for the element are given by 

{d}T={u,6 } 

in which 

and 

(3) 

where uil is the translational displacement of node I inAthe I-th 
direction as measured in the global coordinate system and 6 is the 
rotational displacement of node I about hhe I-thAaxis in the 
corotational coordinate system. Note th? 8, and % rp re sp t  
torsicpal rotations of the beam about the x axis and eYI, e,, OYJ, 
and 8 represent bending rotations. 

The internal nodal forces are 

in which 

(4) 

(5) 

where fim are the nodal internal forces in the global coordinate 
system, and 

here & and @ are twisting moments (torques) and &?, &, 47, and G ' a r e  bending moments in the corotational 
coordinate system. 



COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH 
This section describes the two algorithms used in the 

computational engine. The fmt subsection describes the algorithm 
used to compute the static equilibrium configuration. The second 
subsection discusses the algorithm used for computing the transient 
response. The h a l  subsection describes the seamless integration of 
the two algorithms into the computational engine. 

Preloadina Analvsis 
Preloading of the structure is a quasi-static process. Here the 

dynamic relaxation algorithm (Day 1965; Otter 1965; Underwood, 
1983; Kulak, Plaskacz and Pfeiffer, 1995) is used to find the static 
equilibrium configuration due to the preload. The next subsection 
presents the form of the dynamic relaxation algorithm that we 
adopted. 

With the dynamic relaxation algorithm, the static equilibrium 
configuration is obtained as the damped solution to the dynamic 
equations of motion. 

The semidiscretized equations of motion are given by 

+ f?' = fAXt, (no sum), (7) 

where h il is a diagonal mass matrix, p* and f are the internal 
and external nodal forces, respectively, of node I in the ith direction, 
and the nodal displacement is up The superposed dots indicate 
temporal derivatives, and the tilde indicates a pseudo mass. With 
the approach, the pseudo mass is used to control damping. 

A modifkd form of the central difference integrator is used to 
solve the equations of motion. The acceleration, velocity, and 
displacement are updated according to 

. n+1/2 - o1 ",n-1/2 
"i1 - + a,AtuiP, 

(no sum) 

where At is a fictitious time increment and n is the step number. 
Two parameters, a, and a, appear in the update for the velocity and 
they control the damping that is put into the system. The following 
forms are used to compute a, and q, 

2 a2 = - 2-cAt  a1 = - 
2+cAt '  2 + c A t '  

where c is the damping and is determined from 

c = 20 ,  

where at is the lowest participating frequency (Underwood, 1983) 
of the system. The lowest participating frequency is calculated from 
the following approximate Rayleigh quotient 

, (sum over I, I), 2 UituiIkit WI = - 
UiIUiImit 

where 
from 

is the approximate diagonal stiffness matrix computed 

(12) 

Since the DR algorithm is an iterative solution procedure, it is 
necessary to use a convergence criteria to determine when the 
solution vector is close enough to the true solution. Euclidean 
norms for force balance and displacements are used to define 
acceptable equilibrium configurations. 

For each element type, formulas have been derived and 
programmed into the MEPTUNE code for calculating the pseudo 
density that will yield optimum convergence of the algorithm. This 
procedure is described in detail by Kulak and Pfeiffer (1996). 

ImDact Analvsis 
The response of a preload4 structure to a drop load will be 

transient an of short duration. An efficient temporal integrator for 
transient analysis is the central difference integrator, which is 
described below. 

The semidiscretized equations of motion for the translational 
degrees-of-freedom (dof) are given by 

where m, is a diagonal mass matrix, uiI is the nodal displacement of 
node I in the ith direction, f::' and fAXt are the internal and external 
nodal forces, respectively. The rotational dof s, which originate 
from the stmctural elements and the revolute element, take a slightly 
different form. The equations of motion are the Euler equations of 
rigid body dynamics: 

&fXt - Mint 
LZXI  + <L - J r I ) q & L  = XI XI 

(no sum on I) 

where Cla and ib3 are the nodal anguk  acceleration and angular 
velocity in the body coordinate system (Figure 1); and &Yt 
are the internal and external nodal moments, respectively; and I,, 
IyyI and L are the principal moments of inertia. We note that for 
explicit integmtion of the equations of motion, the mass matrix must 
be diagonal. Equation (13)and (14) represents a set of uncoupled 
equations that are integrated on an individual basis. 

The equations of motion are integrated using the central 
difference (CD) formulas. Since the equations are uncoupled, the 
accelerations are obtained from Eq. (13) which gives 



Note, all quantities on the right-hand side of Eq. (8) are known. The 
translational velocities and displacements are obtained from 

uiI(n+1/2) = ui1(n-1/2) + AtuiI(n) 

u i I (n+l )  = un(n) - AtuiI(n+l/2) 

The rotational dofs are integrated in a slightly different way. The 
approach developed by Belytschko, Schwa and Klein (1977) was 
used to integrate the rotational equations of motion. The central 
difference integrator is conditionally stable and appropriate formulas 
have been programmed into the code to assure stable calculations. 

Seamless lntearation 
The above two computational procedures have been seamlessly 

integrated within the code. An examinaiion of the dynamic 
rehation and central difference algorithms reveals a high degree of 

Table 1. Flowchart for Computational Engine 
similarity in algorithmic layout. 

1. Calculate nodal masses from pseudo densities 
2. Dynamic Relaxation 

A. Loop over elements: e = 1 to ne 
a Evaluate strains: E= Bu, 
b. Evaluate stress: u = S(E) 
c. Assemble fi, 
End loop over elements 
Loop over nodes: I = 1 to nn 
a Compute & and o1 
b. Compute c, a,, a, 
c. Compute ii, 6 ,  u 
d. Check for step convergence: 

B. 

If yes, t = 0.0, N = N+1; go to next step 
If no, t = t + At; go to next iteration 

e. Check for last step: 
If yes, go to 3 
If no, go to 2A 

3. Calculate nodal masses from physical densities 
4. Central Difference 

A. Loop over elements: e = 1 to ne 
a Evaluate strains: E= Bu, 
b. Evaluate stress: u = S(E) 
c. Assemble f,, 
End loop over elements 
Loop over nodes: I = 1 to n, 
a. Compute 8, u,  u 
b. Check for last step: 

B. 

Ifyes,goto5 
If no, t = t + At; go to next step (4A) 

5. STOP 

The arrays needed for variable storage are identical for both 
algorithms, which leads to their seamless integration. At the end of 
the static calculation (Le., the DR algorithm) the switch to the 
transient analysis is made without any changes to arrays with the 
exception of the recalculation of the mass matrix, which is now 
based on physical densities. The flowchart for the computational 
engine is shown in Table 1. 

BUCKLING VERIFICATION 
A finite element model was generated to represent an Euler 

column which was used to verify that the NEPTUNE code can 
predict column buckling. The model consists of 10 three- 
dimensional beam elements and 11 nodes with six degrees-of- 
M o m  per node. The load is applied in compression on a guided 
simply suppoxted column. The Euler column has a length of 118 in. 
and arectangularmss section of 6 in. by 3 in. with a wall thickness 
of 0.5 in., which has section properties of Area = 7.14 in2 and 
moment of inertia for 5, = 25.8 in' and 5 = 8.9 id. The material 
properties are those of A-500 Gr B1 steel tubing and are given in 
Table 2. The theoretical static Euler buckling load, P, = ? E I,, / L2 
for this column is 189,467 lb, in weak axis bending, and the 
compressive yield load, P, = uy A, is 328,440 lb,. 

Table 2. Material Properties of A-500 Gr B 1 S tee1 

Youne's modulus 30,000 ksi 1 
I Poisson'sratio I 0.333 I 
I Yield stress I 46 ksi I - 

Ultimate stress 58 ksi 

Ultimate strain 23 uercent 

Tangent modulus 70 ksi 

Static Bucklinp 
Three simple test cases were identified (Sl, S2 and S3) to verify 

the capability to simulate the static behavior of Euler columns. The 
boundary conditions were simple pinned connections at both ends. 
At the loaded end the pinned connection was allowed to move 
axially, and at the opposite end no translational motion was allowed. 
A quasi-static load was applied until the loaded end experienced 
large axial motion. The load ramp rate was chosen to be very low 
compared to the axial wave speed of the material so that the 
dynamics does not affect the response. 

Case SI  is a simple Euler column with a small imperfection. 
The imperfection was in the form of a half sine wave along the 
length of the column with a maximum deviation of 0.012 in. at the 
center of the column. A steadily increasing, quasi-static load was 
applied over 4 sec to the model compression. The resulting vertical 
displacement of the upper end, which is the node where the vertical 
load is applied, is shown in Figure 3. It is seen that, prior to 



buckling, the initial response mode is linear compression of the 
column. At the buckling load, P, , the vertical displacement begins 
to deviate from the response of the hear compression mode and 
rapidly increases indicating that this column has reached the 
bifurcation point and has switched from moving along the 
compressionpath to the buckling path. Thevalue of P,= 188,100 
lb, was estimated h m  the intercept of the linear axial deflection and 
the nonlinear (unstable) deflection. Results are presented in Table 
3 where it is seen that the column buckled at 0.993 P,. . 

Case S2 is a simple Euler column with a small eccentric (off 
center) vertical load applied at one end. The column is taken to be 
perfectly straight. The finite element model and associated 
boundary conditions axe identical to case SI. The load, however, 
was applied at a distance, 6, of 0.003 in. from the centerline of the 
column. A steadily increasing, quasi-static load was applied to end 
of the model in the axial direction. Figure 3 shows the vertical 
displacement of end during the application of the load. Results are 
presented in Table 3 where it is seen that the column buckled at 

Case S3 is similar to Case S2 with a larger load eccentricity. 
The load was applied at an offset of 0.03 in. As before, a steadily 
increasing, quasi-static load was applied to end of the model in a 
vertically downward direction, Figure 3 shows the vertical 
displacement of the end during the application of the load. The 
simulation indicates that the column buckled at 0.982 P,. 

1.019 Pa. 

was taken to be approximately one-half of the critical load (0.5 P,). 
Thus, the loading function is 

P(t) = 0.5P, sin at = 100,000 Ib, sin (539t) 

The axial response of the end is depicted in Figure 4 where it is 
seen that transverse displacements in excess of 20 in. occur at the 
mid-length of the column. The results are summarized in Table 4 
below. 

Case V2 and V3 axial vibration problems were identical to the 
previous problem (Case VI) with the exception that the loading 
frequency was taken to be ten times the column frequency (i.e., o 
= 100,) and. 1.2 times the column frequency. The axial 
displacement is depicted in Figure 4 for load case V2. As indicated 
in Table 4 and Figure 4 no buckling occurred. The results indicate 
that the column is stable above and below the critical frequency. 

Table 4. Results for Vibration Buckling 

Buckling Case O/O 1 

v1 2 Yes 

L .I 

v 3  1.2 No 
Table 3. Results for Static Buckling Simulations 

Puke Buckling 

Case Imperfection p/p, 

SI Half sine 0.993 
wave 

(A = 0.012 in) 

s 2  Eccentricity 1.019 
(6 = 0.003 in) 

s3 Eccentricity 0.982 
(6 = 0.03 in) 

Vibration Buckling 
One type of instability that may arise during the dynamic 

loading of columns by cyclical loads is called vibration buckling. 
In vibration buckling, at certain frequencies large transverse 
vibrations can occur when oscillating axial loads are applied. 
Timoshenko and Gere (1961) indicates that when the frequency of 
the load is equal to twice the frequency of the column in bending, 
for example, an instability can develop resulting in large transverse 
motions of the column. To verify the capability for handling this 
type of instability, three problems were identified VI, V2 and V3. 

Case VI considered a simple elastic Euler column loaded by a 
sinusoidal varying axial load with a frequency, w, equal to twice the 
simply supported fundamental flexural frequency, w,. The 
frequency = (E x4/ p A L4) = 270 rad/sec, is calculated for 
strong axis with p = 7 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  1 b, s*/ii4. The amplitude of the load 

It has been observed and documented that columns can sustain 
axial loads in excess of their static buckling loads when the duration 
of the load is short. This type of loading usually occurs in problems 
in which impact takes place, such as the load-drop onto the platen. 
Lindberg and Florence (1987, see Equation 2.2.38, pg. 23) shows 
that there is a nondimensional critical pulse width, T, , below which 
buckling will not occur. T, is related to the fundamental flexural 
frequency of the beam-column. This form of buckling is called 
pulse buckling. The resulting large deformations can be permanent 
when the response is plastic. For the purpose of verifying that pulse 
buckling can be detected, three checkout problems were identified. 

Plastic pulse buckling was not considered for the beam element 
presented in the paper. To properly model plastic pulse buckling a 
continuum element model would be needed to capture this type of 
buckling. 

Cases P1 - P3 The first three cases analyzed used the Euler 
column model described above with an axial load of 262,752 lb, 
applied at an eccentricity ratio of 0.01. The eccentricity ratio is 
defined to be equal to the distance from the centerline of the column 
to the line of load application divided by the depth of the column, 
which is 3.0 in. The axial load was 1.39 times the static Euler 
buckling load in the weak axis and only 0.80 times the compressive 
yield load. Thus, the axial load would produce buckling under 
static conditions. The load was applied to the column using three 
different pulse widths. The first case was run at the critical puke 
width, T,, which corresponds to a physical time of t  = 0.0277 sec. 
The second and third cases were run at pulse widths of 0.040 sec 



and 0.045 sec, which were 1.44 and 1.62 times the critical pulse 
width, respectively. The results from the three simulations are 
summanzed ' in Table 5 below. Transverse displacement plots at the 
mid-length of the column for the three load cases are shown in 
Figure 5.  

The table contains peak dynamic and residual axial 
displacements at the loaded end, uI, and peak $namic and residual 
transverse displacements at mid-length, u,. It is seen that for case 
P1, the onset of buckling takes place and is indicated by the small 
residual displacements in vertical and lateral directions. For case P2, 
which has a pulse width 44% longer than the critical value, the 
resulting residual displacements are much larger. The pulse width 
for case P3 is 62% larger than the critical width, and the residual 
displacements are significant. It is worth noting that the difference 
in pulse width between cases P2 and P3 is only 5 msec and the 
difference in residual displacements is extremely large indicating 
that dynamic buckling has occurred. For all three cases, the 
dynamic buckling starts with an elastic response. However, since 
the applied axial load was 80% of the compressive yield load, the 
buckling behavior causes some plasticity to occur in the column 
during the large lateral motions and result in pamanent deformation 
of the column. 

Table 5. Results for Pulse Buckling Simulations 

Case Pulse PeakDynamic Residual 
Width Displacement Displacement 
(SKI 

End Mid- End Mid- 
(v,) Length (U,) Length 

CUI) CUI) 

P1 0.0277 0.44in 0.63 in 0.27 in 0.43 in 
(1 .o L) 

P2 0.0400 1.17 in 6.2in 0.85 in 4.9in 
(1.44 tu) 

P3 0.0450 9.4 in 21.5 in 8.2in 20.0in 
(1.62 tu) 

ucklin 

Onset 

EXAMPLE 
The above developments have been applied to the solution of a 

dynamic structural engineering problem. It is often necessary to 
transfer equipment and materials between compartments positioned 
one over the other. Access between compartments for 
equipment/material transfer is provided by an opened lock that 
allows a crane to place the equipment/material onto the platen. A 
scenario considered in the design of these systems is the capability 
of the supporting structure to handle drop loads. 

Svstem Descrbtion 
The transfer lock consists of a cylindrical penetration that is 

embedded in the concrete slab between the mo compartments. A 

lid is located on top of the penetration and is normally closed. A 
platen, which is a multilayered shell structure, is positioned at the 
bottom of the penelration and provides a seal to the underside of the 
penetration when the lid is open. An elastomer seal is located 
around the periphay between the platen and cylindrical penetration. 
The platen is supported by a hydraulic ram and by a spring loaded 
support h e .  The support frame (platen safety restraint) has a pin 
connection at its bottom so that it can rotate out from under the 
platen during transfers. Figure 6 shows some of the components of 
the system. 

During normal equipment/material transfer, the support frame 
is rotated out from under the platen and the topside lid is opened. 
The equipment/material is placed on the platen that is then lowered 
to the floor level of the lower compartment. The equipment is 
removed from the platen, which is then raised up to the bottom of 
thepenetmtion. The support frame is engaged and used to provide 
the preload to the platen which creates a leak-tight seal between the 
two compartments. The lid in the upper cell is then closed. 

To design the support h e  properly, it is necessary to consider 
ascenario in which the lid is open and some drop-load impacts the 
platen. The remainder of this section describes the finite element 
model used in the dynamic simulation and some results obtained 
using the previously described computational engine. 

Finite Element Model 
A finiteelement model was developed for the above system and 

contains representations for the platen, ram and support frame. The 
full cylindrical shell of the penetration is not explicitly modeled. 
The bottom surface of the cylindrical shell is treated as a rigid 
boundary at which contact elements are located. 

is a fabricated structure 
consisting of a top plate, a middle annular-plate and a bottom plate 
(i.e., the platen collar). A pipe is located in the center of the platen 
between the top and bottom plates and forms the cavity in which 
the hydraulic ram is inserted. The three plates and central pipe are 
tied together by vertical stiffeners, and, in addition, the top and 
middle plates are tied together by an outer peripheral stiffener-plate. 
Thediameter of theplaten isabout 80 in. and weighs approximately 
4140 lbs. A total of 720 quadrilateral plate elements are used to 
model the platen. 

Twenty-four contact elements are located between the top plate 
of the platen and the bottom surface of the cylindrical shell. Also, 
there are four platen guide-brackets mounted on the ceiling of the 
lower compartment, which are spaced 90 degrees apart, to keep the 
platen &om moving horizontally. The effective length of the guide 
brackets is about 5 in. Contact elements are located between the 
peripheral stiffener-plate and the guide brackets. 

The support frame which is the platen safety restraint (PSR), 
shown in Figure 6, is fabricated from two long tubular struts, 
approximately 10 ft long, with an interconnecting tubular brace, 
which is located near the top. A collar-plate is located at the top of 
the support frame, and a preloadmg mechanism, which uses coil 
springs, is located at the bottom. The collar plate of the support 
frame mates with the collar of the platen. The tubular struts are 
pinned to the collar-plate at the top and the preloading mechanism 

The platen, shown in Figure 7, 



at the bottom. A total of 20 three-dimensional beam elements are 
used to model the support frame and one spring element is used to 
model the mil springs. Thirty contact elements are located between 
the platen collar and the support-frame collar. 

The above components are not rigidly attached to each other. In 
the preloaded condition, all component interfaces are in contact with 
their mating components. However, during the transient these 
components can separate from each other. The complete model, 
which consists of the platen and the support frame, is shown in 
Figure 7. 

Droo-Load Simulation 
The model described above was subjected to a static preload of 

34,160 lbs as measured in the coil springs. Prescribed 
@lacements were incrementally applied to the bottom of the coil 
springs until the 34,160 lbs was achieved. The computational 
engine used the dynamic relaxation algorithm for the static analysis. 
At the end of the preloading step, it is assumed that a 2,200 lb mass 
is dropped from a height of 9 ft. onto the platen at the far edge of 
the platen. The load was applied as a triangular pulse with a peak 
of 1.65 x lo7 lb, and a duration of 0.0002 sec. For this analysis, it 
was assumed that the impact was plastic, i.e. the drop mass is 
attached to the platen. Once the impact occurs, the computational 
engine switches to the central difference algorithm to solve for the 
transient response of the system. 

Figure 8 shows the displacement history of the left and right 
nodes, which are located on the top edge of the platen. Note, the 
impact is assumed to occur at the left node. It is seen that the platen 
opens and closes several times before coming to rest against the 
penetration cylinder. Thelargest displacement (3.35 in.) takes place 
at the left node, which remains open for 0.06 sec during the fnst 
open cycle. 

Platen Safetv Restraint Buckling 
The previous section on "Buckling Verification" demonstrated 

that the NEPTUNE code properly model the types of buckling 
behavior that would be of concern for dynamic loadings due to drop 
loads. The assessment of buckling in the example problem used a 
target load of 2200 lb, that is dropped from a height of 9 ft. and 
impacts at the outer edge of the platen as described earlier. The 
computed response shows that the platen moves downward to a 
peak displacement of 3.35 in. before returning to the bottom of the 
penetration cylinder. No buckling of the PSR was observed. The 
maximum calculated ductility ratio in the PSR is 2.5 due to bending 
near the top of the strut, which is well below the maximum 
allowable of 20.0 for bending ( ANSYAISC N690,1984). A time 
history of the forces acting in each PSR are depicted in Figure 9, 
and the bending moments are indicated in Figure 10. The 
maximum axial force is about 50% of the compression yield of the 
PSR section, thus elastic pulse buckling could occur if the load 
duration was significantly longer. Figure 10 indicates the bending 
moments are significant and would trigger buckling without the 
need for imperfections in the PSR geometry. Vibrational buckling 
was also a concern, but Figures 9 and 10 indicate that a vibrational 
loading does not develop to cause buckling of the PSR strut. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The paper addressed several issues of preloaded structures with 

slender members (struts) subjected to drop loads. A three- 
dimensional beam element was validated for use in dynamic 
buckling analysis using an explicit finite element code. The 
numerical algorithm used to solve the transient response of 
preloaded stn~ctures was presented. Several types of buckling were 
discussed that would be of importance in a dynamic drop loading. 
The methodology was then applied to an inter-compartment lock 
that is under significant preloads, and a dynamic buckling 
assessment was presented. 
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Figure 5 .  Pulse Buckling Time - Displacement Response 
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Figure 6.  Components of the Platen Support 
System 
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Figure 9. Force History of PSR Strut 
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Figure 10. Moment History of PSR Strut 


